
Event name: Brain Heist  
Ladies and Gentlemen, brace yourselves for the craziest, most mind-boggling event of the Converges 2K23- The Brain 
Heist! 

Get ready to put your grey matter to the test with three thrilling rounds that are sure to blow your minds away. Round 
1, the Buzzer Quiz, will put your quick-wittedness to the test. Round 2, the Debug Code, will test your coding skills and 
ability to find solutions. And, last but not least, Round 3, the Code Challenge, will challenge you to bring your A-game. 

But wait, it doesn't stop there! If you find yourself eliminated in any round, don't be disappointed. All the eliminated 
participants will have an amazing time participating in fun activities, trust us. And, to top it all off, there will be a 
finance talk after Round 2 elimination, to broaden your financial horizons. 

So gear up and get ready to participate in the Brain Heist, the most exciting event of the Converges 2K23! 

Maximum entries: 50 teams  
Participant(s): Team of 1 to 4 

Entry Fee: Rs 150/- per team 

RULES: 

● Round 1 – Quiziphile  

1. The participants will be competing against each other by answering the questions in a tech-based general 

quiz. 

2. The quiz will be buzzer-based and the team which will press buzzer first will answer the question first. 

3. Your qualification for the 2nd round solely depends on the number of correct answers given. 
4. Smart gadgets will be prohibited and only one smartphone of each team will be allowed that too for buzzer. 
▪ Eliminated teams in this round can participate in fun activities which will be conducted by organizing team  
▪ and later Talk on Finance by TY-DS students. 

● Round 2 – TrickeDbug (Any Language) 

1. The participants will be given an incomplete code or code with bugs where they will have to complete the 
provided code within the time limit. 

2. Your qualification for the 3rd round solely depends on the completion of the solution in the given time limit. 

3. This round will be language independent that is, participants can code using any language. For example- C, 

C++, Java, Python. 

4. Smart gadgets will not be allowed in any case and if team found violating the rules, they will be disqualified 

immediately. 

▪ Eliminated teams from this round can attend the session on Finance by TY-DS students. 

 ● Round 3 – Mystery Chamber 

1. The participants will be provided with a clue/riddle to find problem statement. 

2. Solving clues/riddle will lead the participants to a problem statement. 

3. Time limit will be given to each team. 

4. The final code should to be submitted to the organising team before the time ends. 

5. The team which solves the problem earliest will be the winner and following 2 teams runner ups respectively. 

6. This round will be language independent that is participants can code using any language. For example- C, 

C++, Java, Python. 

7. Smart gadgets will not be allowed in any case and if team found violating the rules, they will be disqualified 

immediately. 

 

 

 

 



• Seminar on Finance, Entrepreneurship and Startup by TY-DS students. 

 

▪ In case no participant solves the given problem statement, the team with the most correct answers in Round 1 

and the least time taken in Round 2 will be declared winner and the runner up will be decided similarly. 

▪ If any participant is caught cheating or doing any kind of malpractices they will be disqualified immediately. 

▪ The decision of the organising team will be final and binding. 

Flowchart: 

Round 1) All registered teams will participate in quiziphile. Top 25 teams from this round will qualify for round 2 
according to their points and ranking on leader board.  

▪ Eliminated teams from this round can participate in fun activities and later they can attend the session on Finance 

by TY-DS students. 

Round 2) Qualifiers from round 1 will perform the given task and first 10 teams to finish the task on  

▪ Eliminated teams from this round can attend the session on Finance by TY-DS students. 

Round 3) Qualifiers from round 2 will perform given task and top 3 team will be termed as winner, 1st runner up and 

2nd runner up. 

Flow of event: 

Time Activity 

9:30 am Inauguration of techfest 

10:30 am - 12:00 pm Round 1 (Quiziphile) 

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm Break 

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Round 2 (TrickeDbug) 

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Fun activities (For eliminated teams) 

2:00pm – 2:30 pm Break 

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm  Round 3 (Mystery chamber) 

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm Talk on Finance  
(For eliminated teams) 

4:30 pm Declaration of result and winners 

 

 Prizes:  

• Winner 

• 1st Runner up 

• 2nd Runner up 

• Consolation 

• Winners of fun activities and teams which got eliminated in round 2 will get goodies from the organizing team. 


